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Contact

Bari Guritno
Talent Attraction Manager

Principal Engineer VHDL Digital Design Non Volatile 
Memory NVM (f/m/div)*

Job description
Are you looking for an exciting challenge in the field of VHDL design and do you bring 
enthusiasm for the topics of Non Volatile Memory and Design-for-Test concepts? As 
Principal Engineer Digital Design you define and develop together with our analog 
design team the next generation of non-volatile memory modules for integration into 
microcontrollers. With this position, you will enter our "Technical Ladder" career path. 
The Technical Ladder is a special career path for those who share innovative ideas, 
demonstrate comprehensive technical knowledge, show thought leadership, possess 
problem solving abilities and are able to create business value.

In your new role you will: 

Be responsible for  of Non-Volatile-Memory IP (NVM)Digital design (VHDL)

Setting up new designs from scratch as well as extend existing designs

Basic  with directed tests and simulationverification

Implement  (DFT)design-for-test concepts

Closely cooperate with concept, analog designers and verification engineers

 through all stages of IC Design processes and flowSupport integrating the IP

Optionally perform measurements on designed circuits on silicon samples and 
products

Profile
You clarify areas of responsibility, coordinate your work with colleagues and exchange 
ideas with them on a regular basis. You maintain an overview even in complex 
situations and make decisions despite uncertain circumstances. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

A university degree in , or Electrical Engineering, Information Technology
comparable with focus on electronics

At least   of work experience in defining, developing and implementing 6  years
complex digital circuits and functionalities

Extensive knowledge of  – experience in  is a plusVHDL System Verilog and Verilog

Good understanding of , including synchronous finite digital design principles
state machines and asynchronous interfaces

Proven experience on how to  digital designshandle and structure complex

Significant background in quickly understanding and extending existing VHDL 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Significant background in quickly understanding and extending existing VHDL 
code

Good understanding of , especially including synthesis, (scan) digital design flow
testing and ATPG. Actual experience with  flow is a plusCamino

Fluent  communication skills - German language skills is a plus English

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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